happywheels SNAIL
USER MANUAL & TIPS TO PLAY

MODE 1: (FOR TINY)
I'M A WOBBLE BALL
PUSH WHEELS UP & IN
Wobble & Bobble
Chaser Discs Click & Clack

WHEN PLAYING IN MODE 1:
PRESS 🎵 Play a note,
keep pressing to build a tune.
PRESS 🕰️ A, B, C, D, E & Rockin’ Alphabet Ditty.
OR PRESS 🌻 Names the color, antennae lights match.

MODE 2: (FOR TODDLERHOOD)
I'M A ROLLER
PUSH 🔈 BUTTON
Wheels Pop Out
Chase Me!

WHEN PLAYING IN MODE 2:
PRESS 🎵 Music matches
speed, fast to slow – here we go!
PRESS 🕰️ Alphabet roll call A-to-Z.
OR PRESS 🌻 Names the color, antennae lights match.

PLAYING WITH TOY
Off – Slide right to bring me to life
Volume – Low to High (Based on popular demand)

CARING FOR YOUR SNAIL
A Clean Snail, Is a Happy Snail
Just a little wiping with a slightly damp cloth will do the trick!
No - Sun, Heat, Water, Hard Surface Landings
This breed of Snail is not a fan of direct sunlight or heat nor is it ok getting wet or crash landing on hard surfaces.
Battery Tip
Pop out those batteries during extended play breaks.

SNAIL BEHAVING STRANGELY?
If your Snail starts acting squirrely we suggest you:
1. Turn it off and then on again.
2. If that doesn’t do the trick, remove batteries and give it a minute or three before putting them back in and turning back on.
3. If that fails, it is time to test new batteries.
4. And if all of the above doesn’t return this Snail back to its proper state, call the experts, we’ll help.

Infantino Customer Service (Real People, Not Snails)
800.840.4914 US or Canada

Please retain this information for future reference. Inspect toy before each use. Remove all plastic, thread, and/or wire packaging fasteners before giving any toy to a child. In an effort to continually improve our products, the item inside this package may vary slightly from the photographs. Conforms to safety requirements of ASTM F963.
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3 x AAA (1.5V) batteries (Yippee, they’re included!)